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The exact mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations for electron transport in a dc 
glow are derived from the Boltzmann equation. A Monte Carlo particle simulation is used to 
explicitly calculate the individual terms of the moment equations, and to gain insight into the 
behavior of the electron distribution function (EDF) moments such as density and average 
velocity. Pure forward scattering and isotropic scattering are considered as two limiting 
scattering mechanisms. When forward scattered, the electron fluid shows the maximum change 
in properties and in transport mechanisms at the field transition point between the cathode fall 
(CF) and the negative glow. Isotropic scattering, however, results in property changes a short 
distance inside the sheath. Diffusion of the low-energy, high-density, bulk plasma electrons into 
the CF causes dilution of the low-density, high-energy beam from the CF before the beam 
actually arrives at the low-field region. The applicability of commonly used closure relations 
which yield a fluid description of the system is evaluated. Use of fluid equations to characterize 
this system with no a priori knowledge of the EDF is limited by kinetic effects, such as heat flow 
against the temperature gradient, especially in the forward-scattered case where the EDF is very 
anisotropic. The description of inelastic rates by Arrhenius kinetics is found to be surprisingly 
accurate with both scattering mechanisms. However, while temperature is an adequate gauge of 
the characteristic energy under isotropic scattering, the energy of the bulk electron motion must 
be included under forward scattering. Also, Arrhenius kinetics sometimes produce a spurious 
double peak in the inelastic rate profile which is not reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulation. 
The anisotropy of the EDF under the forward-scatter assumption makes it difficult to justify the 
use of the mobility and heat conduction closure relations. Under isotropic scattering, however, 
electron inertia is negligible. In that case, under the discharge conditions used here, the 
drift-diffusion approximation to the flux is good to within a factor of 2. Classical heat conduction 
theory overestimates the heat flux by a factor of 4 at the sheath edge. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Glow discharge reactors are used routinely in the man- 
ufacture of integrated circuits. These discharges are char- 
acterized by nonequilibrium kinetics which makes them 
difficult to analyze. In recent years, a number of motleling 
efforts have attempted to explicitly account for the non- 
equilibrium character of these discharges by using particle 
methodslm3 or by directly solving the Boltzmann equation4 
However, these models have been restricted to one spatial 
dimension. The need for at least two-dimensional models 
of process tools is clear. Given the high computing costs of 
the aforementioned methods, fluid models of discharges5-’ 
with some variations to accommodate nonequilibrium ki- 
netics’-l4 appear more efficient. 
This paper explores a hydrodynamic description of 
electrons in the nonequilibrium cathode fall (CF) of a dc 
glow discharge. The zeroth, first, and second moments of 
the Boltzmann equation (which give rise to the mass, mo- 
mentum, and energy balance equations) are developed 
with no a priori assumption regarding the electron distri- 
bution function (EDF). We use a (Monte Carlo) particle 
simulation of the electron motion to calculate the EDF and 
each term in the Boltzmann moments. 
The exercise allows -us to gain fundamental under- 
standing of electron motion in spatially varying electric 
fields. Through the momentum and energy balances, it is 
possible to point to the dominating mechanisms of momen- 
tum and energy transport in the CF. Furthermore, by iden- 
tifying the important terms in the balance equations, and 
appropriate approximations where necessary, it is possible 
to formulate a credible fluid model of electron motion in 
the CF. 
II. MODEL OF THE CATHODE FALL 
Experimental measurements15 and self-consistent sim- 
ulations’2*‘6*17 indicate that the electric field in the CF is a 
linearly decreasing function of distance from the cathode. 
The model CF length is d=4 mm, and the voltage Vis 300 
V. The discharge current density is set at 2.0 A/m’, and we 
assume that the current is carried totally by electrons at the 
edge of the CF (to normalize the electron flux). The back- 
ground gas pressure is set at 600 mTorr. The plasma or 
negative glow (NG) region is characterized by low electric 
fields, approximated here by a weakly positive constant 
field set at 1000 V/m (a positive field drives electrons from 
the cathode to the anode). Field reversals in the NG are 
ignored. The distance from the CF edge, to the anode is 
fixed at 4 mm. The situation is shown schematically in Fig. 
1. Similar field configurations have been used in previous 
simulations as well.‘5*‘8J’9 
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FIG. 1. Electric-field configuration used in simulation. d=4 mm; cath- 
ode: z=d; anode: z= -d; VW=300 V. 
We use a simplified model of the CF in which electrons 
are emitted at the cathode by secondary processes. We use 
a Maxwellian distribution with a mean energy of 2 eV for 
the distribution of the emitted electrons. These electrons 
are accelerated by the high electric field adjacent to the 
cathode and soon attain energies higher than that required 
for excitation and ionization of neutral atoms. We include 
one excitation collision with a threshold of &= 12 eV and 
a constant cross section of 1 AZ above the threshold, and 
one ionization cross section with a threshold of #i= 18 eV 
and a constant cross section of 2 li” above the threshold. 
The numbers are chosen to reflect the properties of argon, 
although energy dependence beyond the threshold behav- 
ior has been ignored in the interest of simplicity. We have 
shown in a previous paperI that, notwithstanding the cru- 
dity of the collision models, we reproduce qualitatively all 
CF features shown in previous works using realistic cross 
sections. The simple cross sections used here allow us to 
analytically evaluate the Boltzmann collision integrals. We 
explore the effect of angular scattering by comparing two 
extreme cases, pure forward scattering and isotropic scat- 
tering. In the latter case, we also include elastic collisions 
with an energy-independent cross section of 5 A2. 
Details of the implementation of the model in the 
Monte Carlo program may be found in Ref. 17, with the 
important difference that this work is not self-consistent 
but uses a linear electric-field approximation. 
Ill. BOLTZMANN EQUATION MOMENTS 
Before commencing, we define the the distribution 
function for electrons, 
dn =f( v,z)d3v, (1) 
where dn is the differential density of electrons at z with 
velocites in d3v, f( v,z) is the distribution function, v is the 
electron velocity, and z is defined on a coordinate axis 
parallel to the electric field. The geometry is assumed to be 
plane parallel, implying an axisymmetric distribution func- 
tion which we write as 
f(w) =f(%Jw>, (2) 
where v, vl are the axial and perpendicular components of 
the velocity vector ( vI = ,,/m). 
We are interested in the steady-state behavior of the 
CF for which we may begin with the time-independent 
Boltzmann equation, 
v- v*VJfa*V,f= z w,l, ( 1 (3) 
where a is the acceleration of electrons due to’the CF field. 
Axisymmetry reduces Eq. (3) to 
(4) 
where m is the electronic mass, e is the unit charge, and E 
is the local electric field. 
We write the collision integral as a sum of component 
collision integrals, 
(5) 
where the subscripts refer to elastic, excitation, and ioniza- 
tion, respectively. As stated above, elastic collisions are not 
considered in the pure forward scattering case [( 6f/St), 
=O]. The elastic and excitation components can be written 
as20 
($Jo),=JJ FW’)f (y’)/jv’-V’/I c$ bee(b”--v’ll,$) +a,(]]~‘-V’I],t,@]&n d3V’ 
- F(V)f (V> b’-vII [~e(b’-vjl,+) +o-,(]]v-VI],+) ]d2f2 d3V, (6) 
where F(V) is the neutral distribution function, V is the 
neutral velocity, and the primes indicate velocities before 
collisions. In Rq. (6) and those to follow, the z dependence 
off is not explicitly stated. For this analysis, we assume 
that the neutrals are at rest and therefore the neutral dis- 
tribution is given by 
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F(V’) =n@(V’), F(V) =n#(V), (7) 
where ns is the neutral gas density. This assumption is 
justified for electron-neutral interactions since electron ve- 
locities are typically orders of magnitude higher than neu- 
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tral velocities. We proceed by incorporating Eq. (7) into 
Eq. (6) and integrating over the neutral velocity space to 
obtain 
(q&i), 
= s n,fWb qv> ’ a(v,> [u,(d,$) +u.Jv’,lj)]fPil - s ngfW~b,(vj) +%tGlcI) Pa (8) 
where U= ]]v]]. 
Ionizing collisions are more complicated because of the 
production of a secondary electron with a variable energy 
E. The collision integral for this case is written as 
i”) JJ 
aw) 
St i= ngf(v’)u atv) ’ ~ c$( U’,E,?()CIE &n 
- n,f(v>vu;(v,~,~>de d%. (9) 
Equation (9) incorporates Eq. (7) and the integration 
over the secondary energy E is done over the allowable 
range. The first integral on the right-hand side actually 
represents two integrals with different scattering maps re- 
lating v’ and v, one each for primary and secondary elec- 
trons. 
The continuity equation for the electrons is obtained 
by integrating Eqs. (4), (8), and (9) over the velocity 
space of the electrons d3v. In order to integrate the colli- 
sion integrals, it is necessary to use2O 
(10) 
As is well known, elastic and excitation collisions do not 
contribute to the zeroth moment [the right-hand side of 
Eq. (8) vanishes in the integration over d3v]. The first 
integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (9) represents two 
separate integrals for primary and secondary electrons, as 
stated before. The integral over primary electrons is offset 
by the second integral in Eq. (9). There is therefore a net 
contribution to the zeroth moment from the integral over 
secondary electrons, as expected. 
Defining the total ionization cross section as 
uii- 
s 
c a; de, 
0 
where $= (mtf2/2) -e+[ is the kinetic energy possessed 
by the electron in excess of the ionization potential &, we 
can write the continuity equation as 
f (nu,)= J ($v 
=I2 
J-J 
g f(V) UUi( V,$)d*sZ d3v 
=si f (12) 
where U, is the z component of the average velocity (u, 
= (u,) ) . Since the electric field points along the z direction, 
there is no perpendicular drift (ur=O). In Eq. ( 12), Si is 
the ionization rate (in units of crnm3 s-r). While cj is 
formally a function of the incoming velocity and the scat- 
tering angles of the primary and secondary electrons, we 
assume in this work that it is a constant. 
The momentum balance is obtained from the Boltz- 
mann equation by multiplying Eqs. (4), (8)) and (9) by 
mv before integrating over d3v. Following Ref. 21 we des- 
ignate the integrals over the collision terms by mnR with R 
given by 
R(z) = -&j 
Sf 
JO 
w st ,ud3v, (13) 
where w is the the random component of the velocity vec- 
tor. Here, R is the deceleration per electron due to colli- 
sions. The z component of the momentum balance can then 
be written as21 
duz dP, 
mnu,~+neE+-g+mnR,=O, 
where use has been made of Eq. ( 12) and of the identity 
vz~uu,+wr 
Evaluation of R, the dynamical friction term, is more 
convenient if Eq. ( 13) is rewritten as 
R,(z)=-; I ~~($)~,d.~v+; s @,,p’v. (15) 
. 
As stated in the discussion preceding Eq. (12), integration 
of the collision integral [the second integrand in Eq. ( 15)] 
over velocity space yields the ionization rate Si. Following 
Ref. 22, we write 
4 si R,(z)=(Rz-R,)+(R;--R,)+T+(R.A-R,). 
(16) 
Here R,, R,, and R, are the contributions to the first 
integral in Eq. (15) from the three component collision 
terms. A superscript + ( -) designates the contribution to 
each from the second (first) integrals in Eqs. (8) and (9). 
Physically, R+ may be construed as the momentum loss 
due to scattering out of the velocity element. R- is the 
momentum gained by scattering into the velocity element. 
The extra ionization term is the inertia of the newly created 
electron, commonly called ionization drag. From Eqs. ( 8)) 
(9), and ( 1 I), the R+ terms may be written as 
RL +Ri +RA=n,( (up,) + (wq) + (v%) ), (17) 
where all cross sections are total cross sections. 
Evaluation of the integrals for R-, however, requires 
knowledge of the scattering maps which relate the postcol- 
lision v, and the precollision v’. We use two extreme scat- 
tering models for the electrons, pure forward scattering 
and isotropic scattering. In the former, elastic collisions are 
ignored (R,f = R,=O). In ionization events, all allowed 
energy distributions between primary and secondary elcc- 
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trons are equally probable. With these considerations, it is 
possible to show that for pure forward scattering the R- 
terms are 
RL = - ng($$?!?~vci>, (18) 
R,= -ng( &@mr,), (19) 
where ~7 and 6 are the excess energy possessed by the 
electrons over the excitation and ionization thresholds, re- 
spectively. Note that in the forward-scattering case, the 
following conditions apply: v,=O, v&O, v= - v,.~ 
Combining Eqs. (16), (17), (18), and (19 j, the final 
form of the collision term for forward scattering is ob- 
tained, 
mnR,=mnnJ (V,+)Je)Vai) +mu,ii 
+mnn,((v,+ J~)vuJ. (20) 
For isotropic scattering, evaluation of R, and R; is 
simplified by assuming that the collisions are isotropic in 
the laboratory frame of reference. (Strictly, of course, this 
is not true but the small electron-neutral mass ratio justifies 
the assumption.) It is possible to show under this assump- 
tion that 
R,=R,=R--0 x2-- - (21) 
By Eq. ( 17) and (21), it is evident that the net effect of 
isotropic (in the laboratory frame) collisions is to destroy 
all gained momentum, which is expected. From Eqs. ( 16)) 
( 17), and (21), we write for isotropic scattering 
mnR,=mnn,t (vu,> + bw~-~> + (wu,> 1 f-mu,Sj. (22) 
For isotropic scattering, Eqs. (4) and (22) form the 
complete momentum balance equation for the average ve- 
locity U, For forward scattering, we replace Eq. (22) by 
m. (20). 
It is well known about the Boltzmann equation that 
the system of equations derived by taking successively 
higher moments involve quantities in each equation which 
are determined by higher moments. Thus the continuity 
equation for the density, Eq. ( 12>, involves the average 
velocity II, determined by Eq. ( 14). The higher-order term 
in Eq. (14) is the pressure term, which represents the 
transport of z momentum by random motion of the elec- 
trons in the z direction. The electron pressure P, is given 
by 
P,=nm(d) =nkT,, (23) 
which defines the axial temperature T, , and where k is the 
Boltzmann constant. The axial temperature is determined 
by the axial energy balance equation, which is derived by 
multiplying Eqs. (4)) (8), and (9) by m&2 before inte- 
grating over velocity space. Incorporating Eq. ( 12), we 
write the rate of change of axial energy in a volume ele- 
ment of the electron fluid?l 
0= -neEu,-nu, $ ($ muZ+f kT,) 
-$ (PA --$&. 
The first term represents Joule heating or j-E (the Joule 
heating term as written is always positive in this system 
since the flux always follows the field, which indicates 
work done on the fluid element), the second term is the 
energy transport by convection, and the third term is the 
net rate of work done by pressure on the fluid element.23 
The quantity qz is the “axial heat flux” due to random 
motion in the z direction defined as 
q,=mn(wz)/2. (25) 
The collision integrals result in the term Q,, given for 
forward scattering by 
Q,= ce~i+~rnu,2+~kT,)Si+e~~~, (26) 
and for isotropic scattering by 
Qz= ($+k mu:+: RT,)S,+%S, 
mnrt, v2 -- 
2 (( ) 
j--u; u(ue+uj+ux) . 
> 
(27) 
Here we have ignored the energy lost t? the neutral in an 
elastic (hard sphere) collision. Ionization loss includes the 
ionization potential of the neutrals as well as the energy 
required to bring newly created electrons from rest up to 
the average energy. The last term in Eq. (26) is the exci- 
tation loss (S, is the excitation rate). The salient differ- 
ences between Eqs. (26) and (27) are that the ionization 
and excitation losses are divided equally between the three 
coordinate directions (isotropic scattering), and the last 
term in Eq. (27) which represents the tendency towards an 
isotropic distribution due to collisions. 
Since generally T#T, under isotropic scattering, it is 
instructive to construct and analyze a second energy bal- 
ance which determines the average temperature, T, defined 
as 
3kT=.m(w2). (28) 
T, can then be obtained as T,=$T--;T, The total energy 
balance derived through a procedure similar to that used 
for Eq. (24) is written as 
0= -neEu,--nuzg (f mu:+% kT) 
-; (p,U,) -g-Q, 
where the new terms are q, the total heat flux, 
q=mn(w2wz)/2, 
and Q, the collisional heating, 
(29) 
(30) 
Q= (e~j+~mu~+~kT)Sf+e&!j’x, (31) 
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where the total random energy is written as $kT as opposed 
to $kT, in Eq. (26) for forward scattering. 
IV. CLOSURE RELATIONS 
Fluid equations can be obtained from the moment 
equations (12), (14), (24), and (29) by the use of ad hoc 
closure relations. Previous. fluid models of gas discharges 
have used various closure relations, depending upon 
whether the model was purely fluid5-8 or a particle-fluid 
hybrid.g-‘4 Our goal is to. evaluate the various closure re- 
lations used to derive fluid models from Boltzmann mo- 
ments. We restrict ourselves to relations used commonly in 
previous discharge models; the recent work of Kunhardt,24 
for example, on deriving closure relations for electron dis- 
tributions in space-time varying fields is not considered. 
Unlike the models cited above, which include electron and 
ion transport and a self-consistent electric field, we study 
only electron transport. 
The density of electrons is obtained by ‘solving Eq. 
( 12). It involves two unknown higher-order moments, the 
average velocity u, , and the ionization rate S, The most 
accurate way to obtain the latter is through a particle- 
based Monte Carlo simulation with a few test particles in a 
specified field (the field is obtained from the fluid simula- 
tion). This method captures the nonequilibrium distribu- 
tion of the “hot” electrons responsible for ionization (and 
excitation). Such an approach has been utilized recently in 
the modelling of dc glow discharges.g-‘4 -. 
An alternative method in which the EDF is assumed 
Maxwellian has also been used. Here the rate of reaction 
(ionization or excitation) can be written in the familiar 
Arrhenius form, 
SAr=Smax exp( -eq%), /3?) 
where S*’ is the rate of the reaction (ionization or excita- 
tion) , Smax is the pre-exponential factor, 4 is the activation 
energy (ionization or excitation potential), and Z is the 
characteristic electron energy. For the cross sections used 
here, the pre-exponential factor is given by’ 
Smax=nn,(v>a,ff[l+(e~/~)], (33) 
where (0) is the average speed (for forward scattering 
only, (0) = -u,), and a,, is the magnitude of the cross 
section above the threshold. Note that this approximation 
to the ionization rate requires the solution of the energy 
balance for the average energy (usually the temperature). 
The advantage of this approach over the particle simula- 
tion is that it involves the solution of fluid equations only. 
This has been used in Refs. 5 and 7. 
It is also possible to assume that the EDF is in equi- 
librium with the local electric field, and calculate the ion- 
ization rate accordingly. In a recent 2D simulation of a dc 
glow, Boeuf * has made this approximation. This simplifies 
the fluid simulation since an energy balance is no longer 
required. However, Boeuf and Marode” and Gottscho 
et al. 25 have shown that eq uilibrium kinetics do not apply 
to the CF region. It is pointed out in Ref. 8 that this 
approximation limits the applicability of the model. 
Along with the ionization rate, the average velocity 
must be specified to obtain the electron density through 
Eq. ( 12). This is obtained through the momentum balance 
[Eq. (14)], which involves two higher-order moments, the 
pressure P, and the dynamical friction term R, The pres- 
sure can be obtained by solving the energy balance equa- 
tion for the temperature,5’7 or by assuming that the elec- 
trons are isothermal.12 
The friction term involves the complicated moments 
shown in Eqs. (20) and (22) which must be simplified in 
order to close the first moment. Based upon the magni- 
tudes of the cross sections and the threshold behavior of 
the inelastic collision processes, it is usually assumed that 
electron momentum transfer due to collisions with neutrals 
is dominated by elastic collisions.7 Since elastic scattering 
is ignored in the forward-scattering case, this simplification 
cannot be applied there. It may, however, be justified in the 
case of isotropic scattering. Beyond this assumption, fur- 
ther simplification of the friction term is necessary,’ 
mnR,~mnng(v+r,> ~mmnu,v~ , (34) 
where ve=ng(up> is the elastic collision frequency (a, is 
constant in this work). Besides the momentum loss due to 
scattering in inelastic collisions, the ionization drag has 
also been neglected in Eq. (34). Generally, this term is 
small compared to others in the frictional drag (except 
when inertial effects are very large, as in the forward- 
scattering case in the following section). Alternatively, it is 
possible to not fold the continuity equation into the first 
moment of the Boltzmann equation as was done in the 
derivation of Eq. ( 14), but rather to solve the equation in 
the form used by Meyyappan and Kreskovsky.’ 
Meyyappan and Kreskovsky’ use the approximation 
above while solving the full momentum balance. It is more 
common to neglect electron inertia in Eq. (14) as well, 
which, when combined with Eq. (34) above, leads to the 
drift-diffusion equation,5 
D dP, 
uz= -/AE--~ =, 
II 
(35) 
where ,u = e/mv, is the electron mobility, and D = k Tp/e is 
the electron diffisivity. Further simplifications of this 
equation have been made by assuming that mobility is con- 
stant, that T,y T, and that the electrons are isothermal.8V’2 
For the constant elastic collision cross section used 
here, however, the mobility is not constant. Description of 
the mobility involves specification of the collision fre- 
quency ve. Since the EDF is not known, it is usual to 
assume the electrons are Maxwell-Boltzmann distrib- 
uted5.’ in order to specify ve. The mobility is then given by 
e T 
‘=nso; mkT ’ ( 1 
l/2 
(36) 
where we have included the assumption that the mobility is 
dominated by elastic collisions. 
If the energy balance is solved (to obtain reaction rates 
through an Arrhenius description and to calculate the elec- 
tron pressure), the second moment of the Boltzmann equa- 
tion must be closed. The common practice is to assume 
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that T= T, and solve the total energy balance.5J7 Closing 
the total energy balance [Eq. (29)] requires, in addition to 
the closure relations discussed above, an expression for the 
heat flux. This is usually written as the heat conduction 
equation,5’7 
q=-Kg, 
where K=$nkD is the electron thermal conductivity for 
particles near equilibrium undergoing hard-sphere interac- 
tions.23 
We evaluate the effect of the closure relations in the 
succeeding sections. The fluid equations are noi’solved di- 
rectly to make the comparison. Solution of the fluid equa- 
tions needs, in addition to the closure relationships, speci- 
fication of boundary conditions at the electrode. These are 
another source of discrepancy between results from fluid 
models and kinetic models since boundaries in kinetic de- 
scriptions (e.g., walls that absorb incident ions) may be 
approximated in more than one way in fluid models (eig., 
by placing the-condition on the density or the flux). Since 
the effects of boundary conditions are not restricted to- the- 
boundary region in general, a term-by-term comparison 
between a fluid solution and the Monte Carlo results would 
not provide any additional insight. Therefore, we-extract 
the density and temperature (fluid properties) from the 
MontKCarlo (kinetic) simulation. These are then used to 
calculate terms used in the various closure relationships. 
Specifically, we compare Arrhenius rates to those obtained 
directly’ from the Monte Carlo simulation. The friction 
term calculated according to-Eq. (34) is compared to that 
from the Monte Carlo simulation, which is the quantity on 
the right-hand side of Eq. (20) or (22). We also evaluate 
the validity of thedrift-diffusion equation in the CF region. 
Finally, we compare theactual heat flux as calculated a& 
cording to Eq. (37) with’the flux from the simulation. 
i. 
V. FORWARD SCATTERING 
.- ,. 
Under the assumed field. (Fig. 1 ), the gain in the elec- 
tron current at the CF edge (z=O) relative to the current 
emitted from the cathode (z=d) is approximately 3.4. 
This is consistent with the mean free path for ionization, 
3,,=3 mm, and the sheath thickness, d=4 mm. The value 
of A, is a lower bound because the threshold behavior is 
discounted. The gain calculated from this d/A, is ed”‘=3.8 
which is an upper limit. Of course, such a discussion is 
restricted to the pure forward-scattering case which is one 
dimensional in velocity space (vl=O); angular scattering 
randomizes electron trajectories, making such analysis 
more difficult. 
In Fig. 2, we show the density, the average velocity, 
the energy (total energy as well as the temperature), and 
the ionization rate. Comparing the plots in Fig. 2 with the 
field profile in Fig. 1 shows immediately that local equilib- 
rium with the field is not attained anywhere in the dis- 
charge, a well-known feature.t8 The results shown are 
qualitatively consistent with previous results from the 
forward-scattering model used in Ref. 26:Briefly, the elec- 
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FIG. 2. Cathode fall properties using forward-scattering qofie!.E 
trons pick up energy from the high field upon being emit- 
ted by the cathode (z=d). This initial increase in the a+ 
erage velocity causes the drop in the electron density near 
the cathode. Ionization and excitation (not shown) begin 
once the electrons have gained: sufficient energy to over- 
come the ionization potential barrier; from Fig. 2(d), this 
occurs very close to the cathode. The inelastic collision 
rates increase toward the anode as the electron’avalanche 
results- in more electrons (increased density) being avail- 
able for ionization. Ultimately,- the decreasing field (or 
constant field in the NG) cannot replenish the-energy loss 
in the* inelastic collisions and the average energy [Fig. 
2 (c)] drops, causing the ionization (and excitation) rate to 
level off. From Fig. 2(c) it is clear that the temperature of 
the electrons is a small portion of the electron energy in the 
CF; the major portion portion of the average energy~is the 
kinetic energy of the bulk motion. 
To quantify the discussion above, we turn to the mo- 
ment set derived for forward scattering in the previous 
section. The average velocity is determined by the momen- 
tum balance, and in Fig. 3 we show the four terms in Eq. 
(14) as a function of position. The interplay between the 
inertia term and the electric field is consistent with the 
above discussion, in that in the high-field region the elec- 
trons pick up momentum from the field which then drives 
the flow in the region where the field is low (z/d < 0.25). In 
the low-field NG region (z < 0), the resistance to the iner- 
tial force comes from frictional deceleration due to colli- 
sions and the pressure gradient. The large diffusive flux of 
electrons against the drift near the CF-NG boundary is 










FIG. 3. Momentum balance with forward scattering. FIG. 5. Energy balance with forward scattering. 
visible as the sharp minimum in the pressure gradient at 
z=O. 
In Fig. 3, the collisional friction term is negative ev- 
erywhere in the discharge, as expected. The individual 
components of the friction force @s. (20)] are plotted in 
Fig. 4. The ionization drag dominates the overall friction 
force, consistent with the high electron inertia. As an arti- 
fact of the pure forward-scattering model, the two elec- 
trons leaving the ionization collision have more momen- 
tum on the average than the incoming electron, resulting in 
a net momentum gain from ionization scattering. 
It is possible to rewrite the closure relation for the 
friction, Eq. (34), in terms of the ionization and excitation 
cross sections [elastic collisions are ignored in the forward- 
scattering case and Fig. 2 (c) shows that the average energy 
everywhere in the CF is higher than the inelastic thresh- 
olds]. However, the excess momentum of colliding elec- 
trons CEqs. (18) and (19)] is difficult to incorporate into 
Eq. (34). Furthermore, the kinetic energy of the bulk elec- 
tron motion points to a very anisotropic distribution func- 
tion (see also Fig. 8 below). Therefore, the drift-diffusion 
approximation to the momentum balance [Eq. (35)] is 
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FIG. 4. Constituents of dynamical friction. FIG. 6. Random heat tlux profile in the discharge (forward scattering). 
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Beam models appear more appropriate for forward- 
scattered electrons in the CF.12 
We now turn to the energy balance, I$. (24), and 
examine the behavior of the total energy profile shown in 
Fig. 2(c). (For forward-scattered electrons, the axial en- 
ergy is synonymous with total energy.) Figure 5 shows the 
individual terms of Eq. (24) as a function of position. [The 
sign of the individual terms in Fq (24) is carried with the 
term, e.g., “axial heat flux gradient” refers to -dqJdz.] In 
the high-field region close to the cathode (z=dj, Joule 
heating is the only source of energy, balancing convective 
energy transport away from the cathode. The convected 
energy from the cathode is the major source of energy in 
the NG. As the density of electrons builds up toward the 
CF-NG boundary, the collision rate increases (Fig. 2)‘and 
the collisional energy loss becomes the dominant loss 
mechanism. Collisional Ioss of energy is due mostly to the 
energy absorbed by newly created electrons except close to 
the anode where the average energy is low (Fig. 2) and 
ionization potential loss is the dominant energy sink. 
Figure 6 shows the heat flux, qZ from Eq. (25),~ as a 
function of position in the discharge. Qualitatively, the 
agreement with the temperature profile in Fig. 2(c) is 
good; qZ is small and positive in the CF (small electron- 
o.25 /I 
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FIG. 7. Ionization rate from simulation (forward scattering) and from 
Arrhenius kinetics. 
density implies small thermal conductivity) and large and 
negative in the NG. However, since the EDF is very an- 
isotropic, the expression for the K following EQ. (37) is not 
justified. In fact the calculated value of the thermal con- 
ductivity is a strong function of position, and does not 
follow Ka nTi”. The nonequilibrium EDF results in neg- 
ative thermal conductivity over a significant fraction of the 
gap length. Given the strongly anisotropic EDF, deviation 
of the heat flux from the classical description is not sur- 
prising. 
S’p, 
The ionization rate is compared to Arrhenius rate 
calculated using the value of the ionization cross sec- 
tion for a,, in Fig. 7. We use the average total energy as 
the characteristic energy: ~=&nu2+&TZ (from Fig. 2, it is 
unreasonable to ignore the kinetic energy of the bulk mo- 
tion in this system). It is somewhat unexpected that the 
two curves appear to agree more in the highly nonequilib- 
rium CF than in the low-field NG region. In Fig. 8 we 
show the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) at 
two different positions, corresponding to the CF (z/d 
=0.5) and NG (z/d= -0.5) regions. It is apparent from 
the figure that the distribution in the CF has little equilib- 
-z/d = -0.5 (NG) 
----z/d=..5(CF) 
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FIG. 9. Cathode fall properties using isotropic scattering model. 
rium character. The reason for the good agreement be- 
tween Si and SF is that both are close to SF, because the 
average electron energy in the CF is much greater than the 
ionization potential Fig. 2(c)]. In the NG, the average 
electron energy is not as high as in the CF. While Fig. 7 
shows that the Arrhenius approximation overestimates the 
ionization rate in the NG, by 60% near the anode, the 
agreement is quite good overall. 
VI. ISOTROPIC SCATTERING 
We now present results from a simulation in which the 
electrons scatter isotropically off the neutrals after each 
collision. Compared to forward scattering, isotropic scat- 
tering results in a much higher electron current gain in the 
CF (the ratio of electron current at the CF-NG boundary, 
z=O, to that at the cathode, z=d, is 23, compared to 3.4 
for forward scattering). This is due to the cumulatively 
longer paths traversed by the electrons in the CF when 
they are scattered isotropically. 
Figure 9 shows the same moments of the EDF that 
were shown for forward scattering in Fig. 2. It is clear that 
the effect of the isotropic scattering is greatest in the NG, 
where the density and average velocity profiles are quali- 
tatively different in the two figures. The absorbing anode 
causes the average velocity in Fig. 9 (b) to increase in mag- 
nitude from the CF-NG boundary (z=O) to the anode 
(z= -d), with a corresponding decrease in the density in 
Fig. 9 (a). The density profile appears less sensitive to the 
anode than the average velocity profile because the anode- 
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FIG. 10. Momentum balance with isotropic scattering. - 
induced decrease in density is partially offset by an increase 
in the flux due to ionization. 
While the profiles in the GF from Figs. 2 and 9 are 
qualitatively similar, there are interesting differences. The 
m inimum in the density (and the corresponding maximum 
in the average velocity) is closer to the cathode when the 
electrons are scattered isotropically. This is expected since 
isotropic elastic collisions cause complete loss of momen- 
tum on the average [Eq. (21)] and the drift velocity is 
determined more by the local-field value than by the iner- 
tial effects which dominate the forward-scattered electrons. 
The average electron energy also peaks closer to the cath- 
ode-in Fig. 9(c): than in Fig; 2(c) because isotropic colli- 
sions allow more electrons to gain the requisite energy for 
inelastic collisions closer to the cathode. There is a sharp 
increase in the ‘density and a corresponding drop in the 
average velocity near z/d=O.2. This is caused by backscat; 
ter from the low-field NG region, and takes the form of a 
pressure gradient in the momentum balance (see below). 
Comparison between the ionization rate in Fig. 2(d) to 
that in Fig. 9 (d) shows that isotropic scattering causes the 
ionization rate to be sharply peaked at the CF-NG bound- 
ary due to a lower average energy in the NG [Fig. 9(c)].i8 
Figure. 9(c) also shows that the kinetic energy of bulk 
motion. is small when electrons are scattered isotropically. 
As before, it is instructive to quantify the above dis- 
cussion by examining the terms of the conservation equa: 
tions. In Fig. 10, we show the terms of the momentum 
balance [IQ. ( 14)]. The inertia term in Fig. 10 is negligible 
since the effect. of isotropic collisions is to destroy all 
gained momentum. This is true even in the high-field re- 
gion close to the cathode, in contrast to the arguments 
presented in Ref. 7. In the CF, the field acts to .overcome 
the retarding effect of collisions as backdiffusion. The sharp 
drop in the average velocity visible near the sheath edge 
[z/d=O.2 in Fig. 9(b)] is caused by the very negative pres- 
sure gradient. -This represents the dilution of the beam cre- 
ated in the CF by the NG electrons diffusing against the 
field into the CF. The flow of.electrons in the NG is driven 
by the field as well as by diffusion (the reversed pressure 
gradient). ,+. 
We expect in the isotropic scattering case to justify the 
.- -- -- - mnu,(v,“+2vi+vx) 
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RG. 11. Evaluation of inobility and drift-diffusi6n approjrimations: (a) 
fricticiq force; (b) electron flux. 
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use of the electron mobility concept to describe the dynam- 
ical friction -f&e. However,. several modifications of the 
model considered earlier are necessary; -With reference to 
Eq. i-34), a breakdown of the collisional drag force reveals 
that for the-cross-section set used here the friction, while 
dominated by elastic collisions, does have significant con- 
tribu$&’ fromionization and excitation (up to 30% near 
the sheath’ edge, z=O). Therefore, it is necessary to include 
the inelastic’collisions in the expression for the friction. 




where the assumption regarding the dominance of elastic 
collisions has been dropped and ionization drag has been 
explicitly included. In order to test the approximation, we 
must explicitly calculate the inelastic collision frequencies, 
vi and vX. This can be achieved through an Arrhenius de- 
scription of inelastic rates; however, the error of the two 
approximations is then compounded. Inelastic rates are 
discussed separately below. For now, we proceed’on the 
basis that the inelastic rates can be obtained through a 
particle simulation, and test the approximation by extract- 
ing the rates directly from the Monte Carlo results. In Fig. 
11 (a), we show the true dynamical friction term from the 
Monte Carlo simulation along with the curve calculated 
according to the right-hand sides of Eq. (38). All collision j 
frequencies, including elastic, have been obtained from the 
simulation. Also shown in the figure is a curve calculated 
by assuming that the elastic collision frequency can be cal- 
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FIG. 12. Magnitudes of axial and perpendicular temperatures and energy 
of bulk motion. 
culated according to a Maxwellian distribution; the tem- 
perature used to calculate this curve is obtained from the 
simulation. 
Figure 11 (a) shows that describing elastic collision 
rates by Maxwell-Boltzmann kinetics introduces a small 
additional error compared to that introduced by the mo- 
bility approximation itself. The approximate expression for 
the frictional force underestimates the magnitude of the 
force in the CF; apparently the quantities v and vZ are 
correlated in the electron beam traversing the CF and this 
correlation is neglected when (vga) is approximated by 
u,( V(T). (Ignoring threshold effects, the term (vg) can be 
written as the sum of u,(v) and (wp}. If the velocity dis- 
tributions in the three coordinate directions are indepen- 
dent of each other, then (wg> = (w,) (v) =0, which is the 
assumption made in defining the mobility. The additional 
assumption regarding the Maxwellian then consists of sub- 
stituting 4s for (v) .) In particular, the approxima- 
tion appears to break down near the sheath edge where the 
true and approximated friction profiles are qualitatively 
different, in the region where the average velocity and the 
density profiles are greatly affected by the diffusive flux 
from the NG [Fig. 9(b)]. In the NG, the mobility approx- 
imation results in a collisional drag that increases towards 
the anode, in contrast to to the actual collisional drag. 
Since in Fig. 10 the inertia term is small everywhere, it 
seems that the drift-diffusion equation (35) should apply. 
However, in keeping with the preceding paragraph, the 
expression for the mobility in E?q. (36) must be modified to 





and substituted into Eq. (35). The flux thus calculated is 
compared to the true flux from the Monte Carlo simulation 
in Fig. 11 (b). The deviation between the curves in Fig. 
11 (b) mirrors the deviation in the friction curves in Fig. 
11 (a), with the largest deviation occurring near the sheath 
edge (z=O). The effect of the artificial increase in the fric- 
0.0 
z/d 
FIGJ3. Axial energy balance with isotropic scattering. 
tion force through most of the NG due to the mobility 
approximation is visible in the artificially decreasing flux in 
the NG predicted by the drift-diffusion model. 
The energy of electrons that are isotropically scattered 
is characterized by two temperatures, T, and Tb Figure 12 
shows these temperature profiles, as well as that of the 
average temperature T. Also shown on the figure is the 
quantity m&k, which represents the energy of the bulk 
motion. It is apparent from the figure that the latter is 
small. Figure 12 also shows that T, is substantially larger 
than TL in the CF due to the field. Figure 12 provides a 
quantitative estimate of the error introduced into a fluid 
description by writing P, as nkT instead of as nkT,; inside 
the CF (where n is small) the error is about 20%, whereas 
in the NG (large n) the two temperatures are very close. A 
separation of T and T, induced by the adsorbing anode is 
also visible in the figure. 
These temperatures are determined by separate energy 
balance equations. We consider the axial energy balance 
[Eqs. (24) for TJ and the total energy balance [Eq. (29) 
for Z”j. TL can be obtained from T, and T. The various 
terms of Eqs. (24) and (29) are plotted in Figs. 13 and 14, 
respectively. Comparison between the two figures shows 
z/d 
FIG. 14. Total energy balance with isotropic scattering. 
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FIG. 15. Heat flux profile in the discharge (isotropic scattering) from 
simulation and thermal conduction approximation. 
that they are qualitatively similar; given the similar profiles 
for T and T, in Fig. 12, this is expected. 
The collisional loss of energy is negative everywhere in 
Figs. 13 and 14, as expected. Resolution of this term ac- 
cording to Eq. (27) for Fig. 13 reveals that the excitation 
loss is small compared to ionization and the loss to the 
perpendicular direction. The latter is dominated by elastic 
scattering. Note that elastic scattering is significant in the 
axial energy balance, but negligible in the total energy bal- 
ance [Eq. (3 1 )]. The makeup of the collisional loss in Fig. 
14 is dominated by the ionization term in Eq. (31). The 
ionization loss is due, as in Fig. 13, to the random energy 
gained by the new electron (in the CF) as well as the 
potential energy loss to the neutral (in the NG) . 
In Figs. 13 and 14, there is an interchange of energy 
transport mechanisms between the pressure work and en- 
ergy convection on one hand, and the heat flux gradient on 
the other hand, near the sheath edge (~Vd~0.2). On the 
NG side of the CF-NG boundary (z=O), the heat flux 
gradient is the dominant source of energy except near the 
anode. 
The energy balance equation is usually closed by as- 
suming that the the random heat flux follows classical heat 
conduction theory. The applicability of the heat conduc- 
tion Eq. (37) is examined by plotting the heat flux thus 
obtained and comparing it to the actual heat flux from the 
simulation. The thermal conductivity used to generate the 
plot is based upon the modified mobility, Eq. (39). The 
results are shown in Fig. 15. It is clear that the use of 
classical heat conduction theory results in a poor approx- 
imation to the actual heat flux. While both curves have 
minima near the sheath edge, the classical theory overes- 
timates the heat flux by, a factor of 4 in that region. This 
could be the result of the particular scaling value used for 
KV although the factor of $ used in the expression relating K 
and D in Refs. 5 and 7 instead of the $ used here worsens 
the discrepancy observed. Also, in a large part of the CF 
heat flux is positive and flowing against the temperature 
gradient; this effect is outside the scope of the fluid descrip- 
tion. 
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FIG. 16. Ionization rate from simulation (isotropic scattering) and from 
Arrhenius kinetics. 
Arrhenius rate model developed in the previous section. 
Figure 16(a) shows the ionization rate from Fig. 9 (d), as 
well as the calculated Arrhenius rate Sp, from Eq. (32) 
and (33). Here, E= kT. Also shown is the maximum ion- 
ization rate based on the pre-exponential factor, SF” from 
Eq. (33). As in the forward-scattering case, Sp agrees 
with S, in the CF when both are close to SF. In the NG, 
the average energy of the electrons is significantly lower 
when they are scattered isotropically than when they are 
forward scattered. This decreases the value (and increases 
the importance) of the Boltzmann factor from-O(0.5) for 
the forward-scattering case (Fig. 7) to O(O.01) for isotro- 
pic scattering. Therefore the agreement between SF and S, 
in the NG to within a factor of 2 is surprisingly good, given 
the non-Maxwellian EDF. Near the anode, the Boltzmann 
factor overpredicts the tail of the EDF; this is due to the 
absorbing anode which creates a one-sided velocity distri- 
bution. 
Figure 16(a) shows the ionization rate to be single 
peaked, in contrast to the rates shown in Refs. 5 and 7 
which are double peaked. The double-peaked rate pre- 
dicted by fluid models is believed to be an artifact of the 
Arrhenius description of the rate in which two separate 
terms, one representing the density (high in the NG) and 
the other the temperature (high in the CF), are multiplied 
to obtain the composite rate. In reality, the high-energy tail 
of the distribution which enters the NG from the CF is 
responsible for the ionization. Evidence of an artificial dou- 
ble peak is visible in Fig. 16(b), where we show for a 
different set of conditions, the ionization rate obtained 
from the simulation and the double-peaked Arrhenius de- 
scription of the same rate. It should also be noted that the 
double-peaked ionization rate is predicted only by fluid 
models that use the Arrhenius description5” Inelastic rate 
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profiles from previous Monte Carlo studies and experimen- 
tal measurements do not show two peaks.*?5S1g A two- 
fluid model to represent separately the “hot” fluid from the 
CF and the “cold” fluid in the NG may yield more phys- 
ical results. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
We have calculated all the terms of the first and second 
moments of the Boltzmann equation for electron transport 
in a dc glow under a specified electric field, using a Monte 
Carlo particle simulation. Two extreme scattering mecha- 
nisms, pure forward scattering and isotropic scattering, 
have been examined. The fluid analysis reveals that there 
are no common negligible terms in the moment equations 
for the two scattering cases, i.e., for realistic angular an- 
isotropic scattering all terms need to be retained to capture 
the full physics. However, the equations may be simplified 
for the individual scattering mechanisms (e.g., electron in- 
ertia is negligible in the momentum balance under isotropic 
scattering). 
A fluid description of electrons that are forward scat- 
tered is complicated by the resulting anisotropic distribu- 
tion function. For this reason, it does not appear reason- 
able to treat forward-scattered electrons as a fluid since the 
mobility and heat conduction concepts do not apply. In 
spite of the non-Maxwellian EDF, however, ionization 
rates can be described to within 60% by Arrhenius kinet- 
ics. The kinetic energy of the bulk motion must be ao 
counted for when electrons are forward scattered. Analysis 
of specific moments shows the maximum change in trans- 
port mechanisms (balance terms are largest) at the sheath 
edge. 
Isotropic scattering leads to a more isotropic distribu- 
tion and therefore to more “fluid” behavior. Transport 
mechanisms show the greatest changes some distance in&o 
the sheath. This is due to diffusion of low-energy electrons 
from the bulk plasma into the CF which causes dilution of 
the electron beam from the CF before the beam actually 
arrives at the low-field region. The gradients of the electron 
density, average velocity, and temperature all show sharp 
changes in this region reflecting the onset of the dilution. 
The ionization rate is not affected by this phenomenon, 
since it is dominated by the high-energy tail of the EDF. 
Nevertheless, the Arrhenius description of the ioniza- 
tion rate is accurate to within a factor of 2 in the NG, and 
better in the CF. However, there is a possibility of obtain- 
ing a double-peaked inelastic rate profile as an artifact of 
this description. The mobility relation and the accompany- 
ing drift-diffusion approximation also produce results 
which are good to within a factor of 2. The closure relation 
for the heat flux is more troublesome, because classical 
heat conduction overestimates the heat flux at the sheath 
edge by a-factor of 4 and fails to account for kinetic effects 
(where the heat flows against the temperature gradient) in 
other parts of the discharge. 
It is important to note that we have not solved a set of 
fluid equations. It is likely that since these equations are 
conservative, a self-consistent solution of these equations 
will distribute the errors found in the various approxima- 
tions and result in a sound representation of the physical 
reality. Nevertheless, the results here indicate that discrep- 
ancies of 50%-100% between fluid and kinetic models of 
dc discharges should not be unexpected. Given errors in 
cross-section data near these magnitudes, the relative effi- 
ciency of fluid models may still make these worthwhile. It 
is also possible to increase the accuracy of fluid models by 
hybridizing them with kinetic methods. 
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